Spatiotemporal dissimilarity influences the perceptual
discriminability of deceptive and non-deceptive throwing!
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Introduction!

Results!
• Error rates were higher for novice observers than for expert (p<.001)

• Complex movement interactions (e.g. penalty shootout) require the constant adaptation of perception and action
processes; action prediction can help to achieve these behavioral goals more easily

• Error rates for observed throws differed between groups

• Internal simulation of observed actions is thought to play a crucial role in the process of action prediction [1,2]

Non-deceptive throws (novices: 37.0%; experts: 12.3%)

• Penalty takers often try to manipulate this process in order to deceive another

Deceptive throws (novices: 11.9%; experts: 60.7%)

• Perceptual sensitivity for deception is demonstrated for object-directed and movement deceptions [3,4,5]

• Linear Regression Analysis indicated that expert observers were

• Veridical and deceptive actions typically display a degree of spatiotemporal dissimilarity [6]

on average better in discriminating between throws

• The present study investigated how these spatiotemporal dissimilarities influence the perceptual discriminability

• The ANOVA for slopes revealed a main effect for Observer Group

of deceptive movements for novice and expert observers; this was addressed in the context of handball penalties
Fig. 3. Classiﬁca%on errors. Error rates for the absolute
decep%ve and non-decep%ve throws separated by observer
groups. Error bars represent SD of the group mean.

Methods!
Stimulus Material

SD=.08) in comparison to the novice observers (M=.07, SD=.06)

• A main effect for Performer (p<.001) indicated
that the discriminability for observed novice
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• Motion capture of deceptive and non-deceptive handball penalties
(N = 1600) of novice and expert (n = 800) performers

(p<.001) , with higher slopes for regression lines of the expert (M=.14,

throws was better than for expert throws
0.02

• We linearly morphed between the averaged deceptive (D) and nondeceptive (ND) throws to generate a set of 5 realistic 3D avatars,
each for novice and expert performers [7]
Throw = ND + k (D – ND), k {0, .25, .5, .75, 1}
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• The ANOVA for intercepts revealed a main
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and differed between groups as shown in Figure 1

Group (p<.001)
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• Spatiotemporal dissimilarity between throws continuously increased

effect for Performer (p<.001) and Observer
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• Observers were biased to perceive novice
0.2

Fig. 1. Spa%otemporal dissimilarity. The arrangement of s%muli
indicates the degree of dissimilarity (mul%dimensional scaling,
dissimilarity: 1 – Pearson r, criterion: metric stress).
Exp = expert penalty, Nov = novice penalty; 000 = non-decep%ve
penalty, 100 = decep%ve penalty.

throws as deceptions,
• and novices were generally more biased to
perceive throws as deceptions

Perceptual Task

Fig. 4. Percep%on Scores. Sensi%vity for perceived decep%on in observed throws separated by
throws, as well as performer and observer group. Error bars represent SD of the group mean.
Dashed lines represent averaged regression lines.

• Novice and expert handball field players (N = 40) judged whether observed throws were deceptive or non-deceptive
• Participants were instructed to indicate their judgment as quick and accurate as possible by pressing a button

Conclusion!

• In total, we presented 300 throws (30 for each condition)

• Perceptual discriminability was directly related to spatiotemporal dissimilarity of throws (linear discriminability)

Statistics

• Performed deceptive throws by experts were highly similar to non-deceptive ones, resulting in higher misclassifications

• Perceptual sensitivity for deception was calculated

• We interpret these findings in the context of prediction errors resulting from internal simulation of kinematically similar

• Linear Regression Analysis was applied to the sensitivity scores
• Repeated measures ANOVAs were computed for slopes and intercepts obtained from the regression analysis

• However, higher sensitivity to discriminate between throws displayed by experts points towards superior action

Ball release

2s

0 – 0.5 s

0.52 – 0.9 s

deceptive and non-deceptive throws

0.24 s

simulation based on stored motor representations for observed actions, resulting in fewer prediction errors
• The effects of perception biases towards deception might be the result of inadequate throwing performance by novice
performers and/or due to a lack of stored motor representations
• We conclude, that even if classification errors indicate that expert performers are able to deceive their action
intentions, sensitivity for deception by (expert) observers increases as a function of spatiotemporal dissimilarity.

Fig. 2. Perceptual s%muli. Illustra%on of a representa%ve 3D avatar of the non-decep%ve expert penalty. Timeline of s%mulus presenta%on is shown above.
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